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What’s in a Definition? Hybrid or HyFlex

For us this fall:

- 1L classes with a third of  the students in-person and two-thirds of  the students 

synchronously online;

- Upper-level classes taught in-person with one or more students synchronously 

online;

- Students accessing instruction asynchronously even if  it was delivered to most of  

the other students in the class in-person or synchronously online.



Technical Setup

• Use Zoom (Panopto will still be set up to record)

• Use your own laptop as you normally would, including for powerpoint, signed 

into the zoom meeting

• Use the cart and additional laptop in the center of  the front of  the room to access 

zoom, with connection to the Meeting Owl



The cutest, most vigilant webcam you’ll ever meet…



Getting Ready

• Test runs starting week of  August 3

• Training your TA

• Instructions at both stations

• Real-time support available



Pedagogy: Key Goals

• Making it work with your pedagogical approach and style

• Student engagement and motivation – active learning

• Building community and connection across platforms

• Ensuring everyone is meeting the same learning outcomes



Inside the Classroom

• Who will be on call?

• Taking breaks to check in with the remote students:

• Checking what’s on chat

• Allowing zoom participants to participate directly in discussions

• Activities that can engage both groups:

• Discussions

• Polling

• Quizzes

• Small breakout groups

• Requiring visibility and engagement from online students



Outside the Classroom

• Asychronous learning activities for everyone:

• Discussion boards

• Quizzes

• Assignments

• Adding opportunities for engagement with you outside of  class



Remember

• Some warm-up will be needed…

• Particularly before each group has had the experience of  both in-person and 

online

• Modify your usual introduction to bridge the gaps

• As with any class, adjust as needed


